
Installation/Operating
Instruction for Remote Wirefree Transmitter

Models: DW070AN-C

FITTING THE BATTERY

CONNECTING

• No more wires
• Battery included for Transmitter (3V Lithium battery CR2032)
• Transmitter fixing screws included

Please read the instructions fully before attempting installation.

1. The battery compartment slot is located on the bottom of the unit.
2. Using a flat screwdriver insert into slot and gently push, The base will pop open.
3. Insert the 3V Lithium battery (CR2032), Dia.3 and refit the base cover.

Dia.1 Dia.3

Dia.4

Connecting to a battery powered doorchime and bell push:-
Unclip the covers from both the transmitter and your wired doorchime. Ensure the batteries
are installed.

You will require a suitable length of bell wire to connect the transmitter to the wired
doorchime, which will need to be long enough to enable the DW070AN-C to be installed
where you require it.

A small rectangular ‘break-out’ is provided in the transmitter base through which bell wire
can be fed to the remote transmitter terminals.

From the wirefree transmitter, using the bell wire, connect bell wire as shown in Dia.5.
overleaf to terminals D and C on the wired doorchime. Ensure correct orientation of the
terminals.

Connecting to an existing bell push:-
You can keep your existing bell push, or buy a new one and still have the benefit of a portable
doorchime.

Using bell wire, connect the terminals on the wirefree transmitter to those on the wired door
push as shown in Dia.4 below.

A small rectangular ‘break-out’ is provided in the transmitter base through which bell wire
can be fed to the remote transmitter terminals.

Test the connection by pressing the button on the front of the transmitter and on the original
bell push. If all of your doorchimes sound the wiring is correct.

Once the system is working, fix the wirefree transmitter in a convenient position in your
home.

As this transmitter will be positioned on a wall inside your home, it can be fixed to the wall by
either drilling through the knockouts on the base of the unit and screwing it in, or by simply
using a sticky back pad.

Dia.2
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Your KingShield Wirefree Transmitter is guaranteed
for 12 months from the date of purchase.
This does not affect your statutory rights.

PLEASE KEEP THESE INSTRUCTIONS
SAFE FOR FUTURE REFERENCE

TESTING
Test your doorchime by moving the receiver in different rooms at varying distances
from the transmitter to ascertain the coverage available in your home this way you
are unlikely to miss any visitors.

TUNE SELECTION/LEARN CODE

Connecting to an existing doorchime and bell push powered by mains transformer:-
Follow Dia.6 below to connect the transmitter to an existing doorchime and bell push,
ensuring the correct orientation of terminals.

A small rectangular ‘break-out’ is provided in the transmitter base through which bell wire
can be fed to the remote transmitter terminals.

Dia.5

Fix the wirefree transmitter in a convenient position in your home. As this transmitter will be
positioned on a wall inside your home, it can be fixed to the wall by either drilling through
the knockouts on the base of the unit and screwing it in, or by simply using a sticky back
pad.

Press the button on the transmitter to check that the doorchime works and carefully replace
the cover.

Please refer to your main doorchime instruction leaflet.

Models: DW010AN-C, DW040AN-C, DW040ASN-C, DW030AN-C and DW050AHN-C.
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